Learning and
Organizational Change
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

What is Learning
and Organizational
Change (LOC)?

The Learning and Organizational Change concentration prepares students for careers as change
agents within organizations or communities. Students study how people lead, anticipate, and
respond to change. Recent graduates now work in consulting, human resources, marketing,
nonprofits. They also have pursued business, graduate, research and teaching opportunities.

What do LOC
students learn
about?

LOC students study organizational change, psychology and design thinking to analyze systems,
structures and team dynamics through a sociocultural lens. This equips students to identify
chronic problems, create and foster diverse cultures, and help groups through turbulence and
times of organizational change.
LOC lends itself to pairings with many other disciplines, the most common of which are
business, psychology, sociology, ethnic studies and integrated marketing communications. We also have students who pursue interests in design, theatre and art history.

How do LOC students
gain professional
experience?

To put what they learn into practice, LOCers engage in a one-quarter internship, or Practicum,
for academic credit. Practicum experiences are offered in Chicago, San Francisco or Washington,
DC.
“[Practicum] helped me to think critically of an organization and role - how to look
beyond just what I was doing but how to find areas of improvement in where I work.”
Students take on a role within a variety of organizations, from early-stage startups to nonprofits
to multinational corporations. Recent sites include Nielsen, The AIDS Foundation of Chicago,
Adler Planetarium and The U.S. Department of Treasury.
“I really loved my time and learned a lot about non-profit consulting and what the job
actually looks like in action. I was really thrown into the work and given autonomy which
was very empowering. I felt like my voice was valued.”

Where can I find
recent LOC
graduates working?

•

Public/Private Corporations: Microsoft, Linkedin, Capital One, Neiman Marcus, Aon,
Northern Trust, Google, General Mills, Visa, Morgan Stanley, Avant, Morningstar, Mercer, The
Atlantic

•

Consulting: Boston Consulting Group, Deloitte, PwC, Bain & Company, Ernst & Young,
Accenture, Huron Consulting, Slalom Consulting, Roland Berger, IRI, Oliver Wyman, Emtec

•

Research/Fellowships/Graduate School: Fulbright, Kellogg MSMS, NU Feinberg

•

Nonprofit/Startups: DIAL UP, Youth Villages, AmeriCorps, TFA, LEEP Forward, 500
Startups

Learning and Organizational Change Curriculum
Three foundational courses:
LOC 211		

Introduction to Organizational Theory and Practice

LOC 216

Introduction to Organizational Learning**

		

**This class will not be taught 2018-2019; students must substitute an
additional organizational analysis course. Consult your advisor with questions.

LOC 306

		

Studies in Organizational Change
One of the following sociocultural courses:

LOC 214		

Culture and Cognition

LOC 308		

Redesigning Everyday Organizations
One of the following cognitive psychology courses:

LRN SCI 201		

Cognition & Action

LOC 313		

Learning & Thinking in Organizations
One of the following organizational design courses:

LOC 346		

The Psychology of Learning Design and Technology

LRN SCI 301		

Design of Learning Environments

SESP 303		

Designing for Social Change

LOC/LRN SCI 308

Redesigning Everyday Organizations
One of the following organizational analysis courses:

LOC 311		

Tools for Studying Organizations

LOC 391		

Organizational Planning and Analysis

LOC 351		

Modern Organizations and Innovation

LOC/HDPS 351

Team Dynamics

SOC POL 312		

Social Policymaking and Implementation
Five additional interdisciplinary courses at any level*
Four additional interdisciplinary courses at the 300-level*

*Students can choose these courses from departments across the University. See an advisor for the approved list.

See the attached curriculum for specific information about the required 8 SESP core classes, 10
distribution requirements and 8 electives. Students studying LOC fulfill a total of 42 credits to
complete their SESP undergraduate degree.
To learn more, schedule an appointment with an academic advisor at 847-491-3790 or write to us at sespinfo@northwestern.edu.
School of Education and Social Policy
2120 Campus Drive
Evanston, Illinois 60208-2610
www.sesp.northwestern.edu/ugrad

